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The Dos and Don'ts

*some of these rules-of-thumb don’t make sense at start-up scale, when it’s
much harder to form teams around things because there are so few people.
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A Cloud Hosting Service
A cloud hosting service, and a team that provides it, should be at the heart of
every organisation that does digital at scale. This internal, platform service is for
digital teams. It allows them to focus on activities distinctive to the services they
deliver - avoiding as much as possible the distraction of infrastructure and
vendors.
Yet in many organisations, such a service, and team, lack identity and purpose.
Hosting can be considered an overhead, a cost-centre, or even a barrier to
creativity. In other organisations, hosting merges into ‘operations’, becoming
indistinct - applications are thrown ‘over the wall’ to be hosted, operated and
maintained.
For the more technical reader, the term hosting is used here as a collective term to
refer to the range of hosted software approaches including infrastructure-as-aservice, platform-as-a-service, function-as-a-service. It is intended to capture the
idea of putting software somewhere to run, without exposing the complexity of
current technical offerings.

Organisations struggle to create a common language between the very
technical, esoteric domain of cloud hosting infrastructure, and the domain of the
organisations’ purpose and goals. Even with some knowledge of digital
technology, cloud hosting can be particularly hard to understand for those not in
technology-focused professions. The language of ‘instances’, ‘clusters’,
‘containers’ and ‘elastic’ things can be confusing or misunderstood. Importantly,
key decision makers in organisations are often amongst those who struggle to
understand cloud hosting.

Abstract Strategies
Cloud hosting is a significant, and increasing cost for many organisations, but
is also seen as a necessity. This means there are strong incentives to find the
best strategies. Unfortunately these strategies tend to be abstract - focused
too much on the technology and costs, and away from the users.
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Many CTOs and CIOs use their own language of multi-cloud, hybrid cloud and
legacy migrations. When strategies are dominated by these abstract concepts,
hosting becomes detached from users and business benefits. Hosting
becomes simply the shifting around of characterless ‘workloads’ and driving
down unit costs. Meanwhile, the user experience for software developers and
end users is not necessarily improved.
Vendors can encourage an ‘accelerated’ journey into public cloud. Here the
principle framing is ‘adopting cloud’ - a reasonable, but still abstract goal.
Cloud adoption frameworks - such as the AWS CAF and the Azure CAF show the full complexity of what organisations could try to achieve when
adopting public cloud. Their complexity can encourage a waterfall mindset,
where large projects with upfront detailed planning can seem like the only way
to accomplish the goal of cloud adoption. CAFs are useful checklists, but are
not frameworks for change.
CAFs exist because they align to typical corporate governance and
accounting. It’s more natural for large, established organisations to push for
public cloud adoption through multi-million pound ‘initiatives’. Sadly, this
means that the seemingly modest goal of user-centeredness goes against the
grain of corporate governance. Empathy for users requires humility - knowing
that users can surprise you. If they can surprise you, then baked-in corporate
plans may have to change.
Cloud adoption frameworks are also grounded in the idea of ‘best practice’.
For cloud hosting, there’s no such thing. Technology continues to move too
quickly, and the architectural options available remain bewilderingly broad. In
the absence of stable best practice you have to apply user-centered design
thinking.

The case of user centredness
The alternative to abstract technology-centered strategies is a user-centered
strategy. The atomic units of a user-centred strategy are teams and the
services they provide to users.
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The goal of each service is to meet the needs of users effectively, and
efficiently. For public cloud hosting, this means:
1.) End users’ needs are met by digital services, delivered by digital teams
2.) Digital teams need a hosting service, delivered by a hosting team
3.) A hosting team needs a commercial cloud hosting provider
In this model, abstract goals will remain inside the detail of the strategy, such
as migrating workloads and modernising architectures. But they must now be
framed in terms of their benefit to, and impact on, the service to users.
A user-centered approach helps avoid creating something that nobody wants
to use.
"What if we found ourselves building something that nobody wanted? In
that case, what did it matter if we did it on time and on budget?"
Eric Ries, Lean Start-up.
Having empathy for the user guides designers towards more effective
solutions to problems. This logic applies equally in the domain of more
technical services. If you take the time to understand users, and accommodate
their needs incrementally, and iteratively, you can build a more effective
hosting service.
Crucially, the commercial cloud hosting products available, like Amazon Web
Services or Microsoft Azure are not the solution sought by users. They are
toolkits, not full services. It is chaotic for multiple teams to each use these raw,
unbounded toolkits. Turning a toolkit into a service requires designed
constraints. These constraints allow for the service to be understood,
managed and made sustainable. Constraints can only be designed well
through consideration for the user.

What are the user needs?
Hosting user needs should be discovered through the process of designing a
service. There are common needs when described at a high level, but the
detail will vary by organisational context.
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Hosting user needs should be discovered through the process of designing a
service. There are common needs when described at a high level, but the detail
will vary by organisational context.
Developers need easy and fast deployment - but the sophistication of this
should match the organisation’s digital maturity. The faster an organisation can
move, in terms of its processes, practices, culture the more benefit can be
obtained from advanced automation of deployment and testing. It can be helpful
for hosting to be a bit faster than the organisation so digital teams can be
exemplars to slower moving areas of the organisation.
Developers need a reliable and secure service - but the sophistication of
automated security and auditing depends upon the sensitivity of the data and
transactions. Security should be proportionate to risk.
Developers need access to the best tools available - but in some domains there
is limited need for today’s most fashionable engineering solutions. So perhaps a
hosting service doesn’t need to include support for quantum ledger databases
or internet-of-things analytics. This is not to say that experimentation isn’t
allowed - there should remain a difference between a hosting service’s core
offering, and the space to experiment outside of this.

Simplicity through user-centredness
If these stumbling blocks are avoided, and a service is established, strategic
clarity can be achieved through user centeredness. The highest priority features
of the service will be those that benefit users the most. The architecture will be
optimised to provide value to users.
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Through the lens of user-centeredness, typical cloud strategies look very
different:
Hybrid cloud: Developers would perceive hybrid cloud as a predicament.
They would be faced with the challenge of connecting back and forth
between on-premise and cloud infrastructure. They would find the on
premise infrastructure challenging to work with. They would have to take on
the cognitive load of understanding the idiosyncrasies of each environment.
They would accept hybrid as a transitional, tactical state, because they
know how hard migration can be.
Multi cloud: Developers would find it frustrating if they’re discouraging from
using the best tools provided by single vendors because of the perceived
risk of ‘lock-in’. The arguments about lock-in won’t ring true, as many will
have experienced using global public cloud vendors for many years without
any compelling reason to switch.
Containerisation: Developers don’t need containers, they need the
beneficial side effects they bring - like making their code behave the same
way in different environments.
Legacy migration: Developers will perceive legacy migration as a trade-off.
Legacy is hard to change, and even harder to migrate. The time and
complexity of a migration project needs to be outweighed by changes being
much easier afterwards. Legacy migration done for cost reduction alone can
lead to some quite soul destroying work, with little sense of purpose.

Beware user wants
The principle of designing for what users need, not what they want, is important
for hosting services. Software developers will have preferences, inexperience
and sometimes self-interest which could bias them toward certain technologies,
practices and vendors. Whilst it’s ideal to keep as many users happy as
possible, hard decisions often have to be made which make some users
unhappy. Software developers should be asked about the outcomes they’re
trying to achieve with hosting, not preferred vendors, tools or techniques.
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How user centredness becomes a complete strategy
User-centeredness should be the primary focus of a cloud hosting strategy. But
to correctly balance the strategy, consideration must be given to the team, skills,
cost and risk. Finding this balance is good product management.
An effective hosting service is provided by a team. This team could be
employees, contractors, or commercial partners, but regardless of contractual
status, they need to work as a team. Teams need good managers, they need a
culture that is trusting, fun, open and engaging, and they need the leadership to
help them work towards shared goals. Supporting this culture, user-centeredness
gives a much more enduring sense of purpose compared to achieving abstract
goals like migrations.
To grow and adapt a cloud hosting service, specialist cloud technologists are
crucial - both within a cloud hosting team, and across the wider organisation. An
organisation can only mature in its use of public cloud by investing in, and
nurturing these skills across all teams working with software. A cloud hosting
team will likely become a concentration of certain cloud skills, and as such, must
take care to avoid becoming a bottleneck. The more a cloud hosting team
monopolises cloud hosting services, the greater responsibility they have for
ensuring they continue to meet user needs. The emergence or persistence of
‘shadow cloud’ away from strategic services would indicate this balance is not
being struck.
The costs of a hosting service are complex. For example, a competitive market
for skills, unpredictable utilisation and variable payment and procurement models
(e.g. reserving compute time, dynamic pricing). This complexity demands
innovation and flexibility in finance more than most domains. Given the strong
interdependency between architecture and cost, hosting services should take
ownership of financial planning, forecasting and budget management. Taking
financial responsibility will allow teams to provide the best service to users within
the financial constraints they have.
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Teams must avoid cost becoming the primary focus - an common situation
when hosting is perceived as an overhead, or cost centre. The cost of hosting
is typically a fraction of the cost of software development, so making
development quicker and easier will reduce cost overall. But, there are usually
no shortage of creative ideas for cost-reduction of cloud hosting through
architecture and automation - giving space for this is a good piece of hygiene
for a hosting service team, even if it does confuse the accountants.
Risk completes a broader strategic approach. Being proportionate with
investment in risk mitigation is vital for hosting services because the range of
potential options is huge. This is a space to be very wary of so-called ‘best
practice’. The investment in sophisticated automated security controls needs to
match the risk you’re intending to mitigate. Crucially, risk controls can also
impact the quality of the user experience. Teams must ensure they’re finding
the right balance.

Finally...

A modern cloud hosting strategy should be user
centred. Have the vision to deliver a great service to
users, within the constraints of cost and risk, and the
right strategy will follow. Don’t speculate what users will
need based on ‘best practice’. Don’t build things solely
because vendors recommend them. Don’t pursue
abstract ideas like hybrid or multi cloud as goals. Keep
things as simple as you can, but without holding back a
culture of experimentation and creativity.
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